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Gas as preferred Energy source: 
 

It is already well know that alternative energy must be applied due to the unreliable electricity 
supply and the ever increasing cost of electricity. 
 
GAS and in particular, Gas is the only other reliable energy source for all heating requirements 
within a home.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Gas therefore replaces at least 60% of the household’s energy requirement. 
 
Gas supply and prices are FURTHER driving the use gas as a primary source due to:-  

 

 Gas prices stability with increased supply to the market and price regulation from government  

 Appliance prices dropping with over 4700 models on the market currently  

 Bulk supply prices 30% lower than cylinders gas prices or electrical supplies  

 Running cost of gas appliances far less than electricity  

 DME and local government support and in some cases fund LP GAS to low income housing  

 LP GAS are now the reliable energy source with large import terminals.  
 
For all RDP housing or mixed housing where RDP 
housing is part of the mixed developments , the DME 
will be able to fund part or all of the LPGas 
infrastructure. This is a worthwhile investigation which 
will reduce the infrastructure cost considerably. 

 
For High rise buildings GPS design , supply and install 
gas hot water boiler systems suitable for multi-storey 
building ,i.e.: hotels and flats.  
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Energy profile for most high income households:- 

Heating of water and other heating for cooking and heat is 
internationally the highest demand. 

The quest is to find the most cost effective and sustainable 
energy source the heating requirements 
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WATER HEATING WITH GAS. (Comparison) 
 
 
 
 
  
    
 
     Gas Geyser    Electrical Geyser          Solar Geyser 

Size Small cupboard or 
small shaft 

Inside ceiling or large 
shafts 

Large specific angled 
roof area 

Cost for standard size R 3500  R 3 800 R 18 000 

Running cost / shower R 2.77  R 3.60 R 0.00 

Reliability 20 year life 10 year life 7 year life 

Consistency Gas dependent Electrical dependent Sun dependent 

Source Used for other 
heating as well 

Used for other 
heating as well 

Hot water supply 
only 

    

 
The LPGas industry are now well established as the primary energy souse for new housing 
developments and large multi-storey buildings. 
 
 Below are just a few of these developments where we are doing part or all the Gas 
infrastructure: 
 
Gas projects: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Gas Consultants :  

Steyn City (Steyn City)  - 8600 domestic (JHB)  - LPGas 

Avedia LPGas import terminal - 16 000 000 litre storage - LPGas 
SASOL HQ Sandton   - 10 kitchens   - LPGas 
Discovery HQ Sandton  - 6 kitchens   - Natural Gas 
Time Square Casino  - 18 kitchens   - LPGas 
Helderfontein ( Century )  - 650 domestic (JHB)  - LPGas 

South Hills ( Calgro)  - 5000 RDP   - LPGas 

Steyn City ( Steyn City) - 8600 domestic (JHB)  - LPGas 

Bestwood ( Old Mutual ) - 11 000 domestic (Kathu ) - LPGas 

Stellenbosh ( Balwin)  - 350 domestic   - LPGas 

The Falls ( HJC Prop )  - 600 domestic (mining) - LPGas 

Balwin    - 2500 various Areas  - LPGas 

M&T (various sites)  - 2780 domestic units  - LPGas 
Egoligas    - 7500 domestic (Gauteng) –  Natural Gas 

The Falls   -  341 Domestic  - LPGas 
La Vie Nouvelle ( Calgro) - 430 domestic (Midrand) - LPGas 

Terra Nova   - 3500 domestic (Secunda) - LPGas 

Waterfall estate ( Century ) - 2500 domestic (JHB)  - LPGas 



INFRASTRUCTURE COST: 
 
For housing developments the total cost vary depending the income group, for the gas infrastructure 
including the appliance are typically as follow. 
 
Civils:      no cost, as it follow the water in the same trenches 
Gas hob:     R    2500.00 
Gas geyser:     R    3500.00 
Gas infrastructure / per unit  R 10000.00 
Bulk storage    R   2000.00  

TOTAL:      R 18000.00   
 
 
 
This pricing varies from size of development and income level of the development. 
 

UTILITY BILLING 
 
With the onset of LPGas as energy source, we have made available a fully integrated PRE-PAID billing 
system, where Gas, Water and Electricity are charged from the same interface for consumer 
convenience. 
 
This is done via internet or at any of the following: 

 Easipay 

 Pick&Pay  

 Shoprite 

 Sasol 

 Spar 

 Etc. 
 
\ 
BULK STORAGE 
 
The supply of gas is normally from an underground storage facility at the entrance of the development, 
next to the refuge area. 

 The gas supplier fills the storage on a monthly basis. 

 The gas supplier maintains the storage facility 

 The gas supplier can fund part of the facility 
 



Gas infrastructure development becoming a simpler solution for developers when adding utilities in 
new developments due to: 

 Gas piping in same trenches as water. 

 HDPE piping is affordable and simple to install 

 Underground Gas storage is safe and require minimal space 

 Combined pre-paid utility metering for Gas , water and electricity for the occupants. 

More and more users realize the benefits of Gas for various application at homes and office 
environment 
 



For further information, please contact the GPS team: 

 
BACK: Sean ( Stores ), Remone (Temp.), Brandon ( project manager ), Nolene ( 
Project Co-ordinator ), Andre ( Liquitel ), Miguel ( Project Manager), AJ ( Director ). 
FRONT: Alcina (Project Co-ordinator), Dalene (Reception), Semone (Accounts) 
 
 

Tel: 011 795 1795 
E-mail: aj@gasps.co.za 

www.gasps.co.za 
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